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This month saw a handful of new regulations that affect business in Vietnam. We’ve 

briefed them and outlined the most important changes from each new regulation. They 

cover topics public private partnerships to trading of securities in unlisted public 

companies and border control of industrial property rights to changes in foreign 

contractors taxes.  

 

We also discuss the importance of age in doing business in Indochina. 

 

As always we hope you find this month’s Client Alert helpful and wish you prosperity in 

the coming month. We look forward to working with you. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Dang The Duc  

Managing Partner 
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For Vietnam's future as a major investment lure for international money, infrastructure 

development is an important sector of the puzzle that is Vietnam. One more piece fell into place 

with new legislation governing public private partnership investment. See PUBLIC PRIVATE 

PARTNERSHIP INVESTMENT FORM. 

 

Under Vietnamese law, there is more than one way for a company to become a public company. 

Listing, as many people know, is a primary avenue for such, but there are other ways and some 

of these ways don't require listing. What needs to be done in order for these unlisted public 

companies to meet securities regulations? See TRADING IN SECURITIES OF UNLISTED 

PUBLIC COMPANIES. 

 

One of the unique aspects of law in the Civil system—at least as practiced in Southeast Asia—is 

the requirement that legislation exist for those who enact the law to act. In the absence of 

legislation they are not required to act. Such has been the burden facing customs processing for 

years now. A new Circular from the Ministry of Trade and Finance outlines procedures for border 

personnel to handle intellectual property enforcement actions. See BORDER CONTROL OF 

INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY RIGHTS. 

 

The Ministry of Finance has promulgated a new circular which addresses more details 

concerning the Foreign Contractors Tax. The circular expands the type of contractors which are 

subject to the law as well as provides more detail of how the tax should be calculated. See KEY 

CHANGES IN FOREIGN CONTRACTORS TAX. 

 

Finally we revisit the importance of relationships in doing business in Vietnam, and a few of the 

differences that western investors may face in the effort. See THE VALUE OF AGE IN 

VIETNAM.│ 

 

 

 

On 14 February 2015 the Government enacted Decree No. 15/2015/ND-CP (“Decree 15”) on 

public private partnership investment form (hereafter abbreviated as “PPP”), which is a form of 

investment conducted on the basis of a contract between an authorized State agency and the 

investor [and/or] project enterprise1 in order to implement, manage and operate an infrastructure 

project [or] to provide public services. 

 

Decree 15 lists several typical PPP contracts, which are classified as per the types and order of 

operations conducted by the investor or project enterprise as agreed by parties, such as Build - 

Operate - Transfer  Contract, Build - Transfer - Operate Contract, Build - Transfer Contract, Build 

- Own - Operate Contract, Build - Transfer - Lease Contract, Build - Lease - Transfer  Contract, 

Operate - Manage Contract and so on. 

 

Investment sectors of PPP shall only comprise projects for construction, renovation, operation, 

business and management of infrastructure facilities, [or] provision of public equipment or 

services according to the decisions of Government Prime Minister, for examples: 

 

 Transportation infrastructure facilities and related services; 

 Lighting systems; clean water supply systems; water drainage systems; waste water 

and waste collection and treatment systems; social housing; resettlement housing; 

                                            
1
 Project enterprise means an enterprise established by an investor in order to implement a project. 
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cemeteries; 

 Power plants, power transmission lines; 

 Infrastructure facilities for healthcare, education, training, vocational training, culture, 

sport and related services; working headquarters [offices] of State agencies; 

 Infrastructure facilities for trade, science and technology, hydrometeorology, economic 

zones, industrial zones, high-tech zones, and concentrated information technology 

zones; information technology applications; and 

 Agricultural and rural infrastructure facilities and development services for connecting 

production with processing and sale of agricultural products.  

 

Other than the PPP projects as approved and announced by the authorized State agency, an 

investor may propose implementation of a project as long as such project satisfies fully the 

conditions as follows: 

 

 Conformity with the regional developmental master plan, the local socio-economic 

developmental plan and the investment sector as prescribed;  

 Be capable of attracting and accessing commercial capital sources, technology, and 

managerial experience of investors as well as of continuous and stable production of 

products and services  which satisfy quality standards and user demand; and 

 Make sure the total  investment  capital  of  20  billion  dong  or  more,  except  for  some 

specialized projects. 

 

For PPP projects, investors or project enterprises are required to be responsible to contribute 

equity and raise other capital sources to implement the project as agreed in the PPP contract. 

The required equity ratio of an investor or project enterprise must not be less than 15% of the 

total investment capital up to 15,000 billion dong and must not be lower than 10% of the total 

investment capital above 15,000 billion dong. Decree 15 also regulates concretely the sources 

and the use of State investment capital for participation in project implementation. 

 

After the approval of a PPP project, the investor implementing such PPP project will be selected 

in the forms of open tendering or direct appointment of contractor. In general, the selected 

investor shall take part in the negotiation of project contract with the authorized State agency so 

as to sign an investment agreement in order to confirm the contents of PPP contract as well as 

the rights and obligations of parties in the obtainment of investment registration certificate and to 

establish the project enterprise. 

 

The PPP contract shall be executed by parties only after the issuance of such investment 

registration certificate. 

 

Decree 15 is of full force and effect as from 10 April 2015 and replaces the following: 

 

 Decree No. 108/2009/ND-CP of the Government, dated 27 November 2009, on 

investment  in  the forms of the Build - Operate - Transfer  Contract, Build - Transfer - 

Operate Contract and the Build - Transfer Contract; 

 Decree No. 24/2011/ND-CP of the Government, dated 05 April 2011, amending the  

above mentioned Decree No. 108/2009/ND-CP; and 

 

Decision No. 71/2010/QD-TTg of the Prime Minister, dated 09 November 2010, issuing 

Regulations on trial PPP investment form.│ 

 
 

 

The Ministry of Finance issued Circular No. 01/2015/TT-BTC, on 5 January 2015, providing 
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guidance on the registration of securities trading of unlisted public companies (“Circular”). Most 

importantly, the Circular provides guidance on objects that must register securities trading on the 

unlisted public company market (“UPCOM”).    

 

Under the Circular, public companies subject to Article 25 of the Security Law have securities 

which have been registered with the depository at Vietnam Security Depository Center, but have 

not been listed or have had their listing cancelled on the UPCOM; public companies conducted 

public offer of securities from 1 July 2011, which have not either registered or met listing 

conditions must register securities trading on the UPCOM within a period of one year from the 

date of completing the offer tranche passed by the General Meeting of Shareholders. Likewise, 

listed companies that had conducted public offer of securities from 1 July 2007 and are still public 

companies after having cancelled listing must register trading within 30 days from the date of 

cancelling listing.     

 

From 1 November 2014, the Ministry of Finance assured that companies being derived from 

100% - state - capital companies must implement public registration with State Securities 

Commission, depository registration at Vietnam Securities Depository Center and trading 

registration within 90 days from the date of Enterprise Registration Certificate issued. For public 

companies that were derived from 100% - state – capital companies prior to 1 November 2014 

that have not yet listed, the representatives of part of state ownership are responsible for 

requesting representatives to co-ordinate and follow the enterprises in order to complete public 

company registration, securities depository and trading registration within a period of one year 

from 1 November 2014.  

 

The Circular came into effect on 1 March 2015.│ 

 

 
 

 

 

For guiding the implementation of the new Law on Customs, and relating regulations, the Ministry 

of Finance promulgated Circular No. 13/2015/TT-BTC, dated 30 January 2015, regulating the 

control, supervision, temporary suspension of customs clearance procedures for exported and 

imported goods which are subject of requests for protection of intellectual property rights (IPRs); 

control of counterfeit goods and IPRs infringing goods (“Circular 13”). Circular 13 comes into 

effect from 15 March 2015 and supersedes Circular No. 44/2011/TT-BTC, dated 11 April 2011, 

on guidance of the execution of measures against counterfeit goods and protection of IPRs in  

the domain of customs (“Circular 44”). 

 

As defined in Circular 13, customs supervision of counterfeit goods or goods infringing IPRs is a 

measure applied by the customs agencies at the request of the IPRs’ holder to ensure the status 

quo of goods and compliance with the provisions of law in the preservation, storage, loading and 

unloading, transporting and use of exported and imported goods; and temporary suspension of 

customs clearance procedures for goods which are suspected of infringing IPRs means 

measures are performed at the request of the IPRs’ holders in order to gather information and 

evidence of batch goods, so that such holders can perform their rights in enforcement of IPRs. 

 

As stipulated in Circular 13, holders of IPRs, owners of genuine goods or a legally authorized 

agent shall have the right to participate in activities of inspection, monitoring, control, verification, 

collection of evidence for determining goods in infringement of IPRs, counterfeit goods, as well 

as in the processing of infringing goods, material evidences, except for the case of necessity for 

protection of trade secrets or State secrets in accordance with the law. 

 

In order to request the customs agency to perform the customs supervision of counterfeit goods, 

IPRs-infringing goods, the application dossier must comprise, among other documents, a list of 
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legal exporters and importers of goods having requested customs supervision; a list of people 

who may export and import such goods infringing IPRs. The time limit for the customs agency to 

consider the application dossier is 20 days as from the receipt date thereof. 

 

If, during the performance of customs supervision, the customs agency detects goods having 

signs in infringement of IPRs, the customs agency shall notify the applicant for submitting request 

for temporary suspension of customs clearance procedures, and within 5 days from the 

notification date, the customs agency shall issue a decision on temporary suspension of customs 

clearance procedures for verifying such goods. The duration for applying the temporary 

suspension is 10 days as from the issuance of the relevant decision. In case there is no request 

for temporary suspension submitted by the applicant, the temporary suspension shall not be 

applied by the customs agency, except for counterfeit goods. 

 

As evaluated, Circular 13 may provide more convenient conditions for IPRs’ holders in 

performance of their rights in respect of IPRs enforcement. │ 

 
  

 

Foreign contractor tax (“FCT”) is a method for the State of Vietnam to collect withholding taxes 

on Vietnam-source earnings gained by non–residents, offshore organizations or individuals 

without a commercial presence in Vietnam from contracts, agreements or commitments with 

Vietnamese traders. Therefore, FCT plays a vital role in tax policies of the Vietnamese State as 

well as its effect for foreign traders. 

 

In order to keep up with new provisions in revised laws or decrees relevant to FCT and correct 

some inadequacies in current regulations, the Ministry of Finance has just released Circular No. 

103/2014/TT-BTC (“Circular 103”) which became effective from 1 October 2014 to replace 

Circular No. 60/2012/TT-BTC (“Circular 60”). 

 

This alert summarizes key provisions of Circular 103 in comparison with Circular 60. 

 

Expansion of the application scope of FCT 

 

Among the notable changes, the scope of FCT under Circular 103 is expanded to cover the 

income of foreign traders who 

 

 wholly or partly engaged in distribution of goods or provision of services in Vietnam, but 

retain ownership of the goods, bear distribution, promotion or marketing costs, take 

responsibility for the goods or services’ quality, make decisions on rendering  or selling 

prices; 

 

 negotiate and conclude contracts signed in their names via authorized Vietnamese 

entities; 

 

 exercise the rights to export, import and / or distribute in Vietnam, purchasing goods in 

Vietnam for export or sale to Vietnamese traders; or 

  

 supply goods under terms and conditions of International Commercial Terms 

(“Incoterms”), where the offshore sellers bear risks until goods are delivered inside the 

territory of Vietnam. 

 

In comparison with Circular 60, Circular 103 replaces stating the name of delivery methods DDP, 

DAT and DAP (which has not been referred in the version 2010) with the above content. This 
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change provides the competent agencies with more scope to consider if FCT can be applied to 

goods supply contracts, regardless of what Incoterm versions are used. 

 

Computation of value added tax (“VAT”) under the direct method (the method of 

percentage rate calculated on turnover) 

 

Unlike Circular 60, requiring taxpayers to refer to other VAT provisions to determine a VAT rate, 

Circular 103 directly specifies such of 10% and provides that Payable VAT = Taxable Revenue 

for VAT purposes X Percentage (%) for Calculation of VAT on Revenue (10% X Rate (%) of 

Added Value to Taxable Turnover). Moreover, under Circular 103, the Percentage (%) for 

Calculation of VAT on Revenue for other business lines shall be 2%, i.e. the Rate (%) of Added 

Value to Taxable Turnover is reduced from 30% to 20%. 

 

Separation of taxable revenue in case of construction or installation including the supply 

of raw materials or machinery and equipment 

 

According to Circular 60, a deemed VAT of 3% and the corporate income tax (“CIT”) of 2% apply 

to construction services including the supply of machinery, equipment and materials for any case. 

Circular 103 also provides that the Percentage (%) for Calculation of VAT on Revenue and the 

CIT tax rate is subject to whether the value of each activity can be separated or not. In particular, 

the deemed VAT and CIT rates for the construction or installation, including supply of raw 

materials or machinery and equipment under Circular 103 is as follows: 

 

Construction or installation, including supply of raw 
materials or machinery and equipment 

VAT CIT 

Where the value of each activity can be separated  
.Value of the services 5% 5% 
.Value of raw materials or machinery and equipment 

(already paid when imported or is exempt from VAT) 
No 1% 

.Value of construction works 3% 2% 
Where the value of each activity can NOT be separated 

.Total contract value 3% 2% 
 

 
  

 

Over and over have I read about maintaining relationships in Asia. It's one of the first tips 

included in any list about doing business in Asia. I've written about it and written about it and I 

can't emphasize the point enough. Making and maintaining relationships in Asia is different than 

in the West. 

 

Especially if you go into business with a local. 

 

Here's the thing. For a westerner to enter into, let's say, a licensing agreement involves a 

licensing contract that includes provisions for intellectual property, use of brands, consistency of 

product, etc. in a western country there would be sales calls, maybe the occasional visit by 

someone from central headquarters, initial training, but mostly contact by phone--unless 

something goes wrong. 

 

In the West, a relationship is best demonstrated by the blue tooth hands free device. This doesn't 

work in Asia. 

 

I guess in a way this is based on the historical geography of Vietnam. When Le Thanh Tong 

Confucianized the country he imposed a series of reforms from top down that instituted a system 
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where everyone had a part to play and everyone had duties to someone else. From the peasants 

to the mandarins to the royalty, every level of society now had defined roles which they must play 

in order to fit into the new schema. This, in combination with the cthtonic culture of ancestor 

worship that already existed in the country created an extreme duty that went deeper then 

Confucianism. That's one of the reasons why Confucianism succeeded so powerfully in Vietnam: 

not only did it have a royal patron, but also that allowed it to impose itself over the current religion 

so seamlessly. 

 

Philosophically, then, Vietnam is different from Western mind sets when it comes to forming 

relationships. When I was working in Orange County with the Vietnamese community there, I 

was regularly asked a series of questions that offer some precision in understanding the 

Vietnamese way of relating. 

 

1. What's your name? 

2. How old are you? 

3. That's only a year older than my daughter/niece. Are you married? 

 

This is illuminating because of the placement of age in this catechism. Male vs. female is 

regularly transparent, but not necessarily age. I've seen women and men that looked like they 

were still in their twenties only to reveal, upon questioning, that they were in their fifties. I think it's 

a genetic trait for many Asians to age very well and thus it becomes necessary to inquire as to 

age to determine what the relationship between yourself and the other person in the conversation 

might just be. In fact, it's a matter of practice in Asia that age is vital to discover very early in the 

conversation so as to allow the conversation to continue on the appropriate status relationships. 

Beware, this, that this question will be asked, and you as a negotiator should also beware of the 

respective ages of those with whom you negotiate so as to understand the relationships between 

those around the table.  

 

I'll close with that very important piece of information, except one more. If someone comments on 

your girth they are not intending to insult you. More on that later. | 
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By Nguyen Thi Hong Anh, Partner 

 

“Key Changes in Foreign Contractors Tax”   

By Nguyen Van Du, Legal Assistant 

 

“The Value of Age in Vietnam”   

By Steven Jacob, Editor 

 

  
 

Established in October 2006, Indochine Counsel is one of the leading commercial law 

firms in Vietnam. The firm provides professional legal services for corporate clients 

making investments and doing business in Vietnam. The legal practitioners at 

Indochine Counsel are well qualified and possess substantial experience from both 

international law firms and domestic law firms. The firm boasts more than 35 legal 

professionals working at the main office in Ho Chi Minh City and a branch office in Hanoi. 

 

Indochine Counsel’s objective is to provide quality legal services and add value to clients 

through effective customized legal solutions that work specifically for the client. The firm 

represents local, regional and international clients in a broad range of matters including 

transactional work and cross-border transactions. The firm’s clients are diverse, ranging 

from multinational corporations, foreign investors, banks and financial institutions, 

securities firms, funds and asset management companies, international organizations, law 

firms to private companies, SMEs and start-up firms in Vietnam. 

 

Indochine Counsel advises clients in the following areas: 

 

 Inward Investment  

 Corporate & Commercial  

 Intellectual Property  

 Technology & Media  

 International Trade  

 Banking & Finance 

 Taxation  

 Intellectual Property  

 Technology & Media 

 International Trade 

 Mining & Energy 

 Property & Construction  
 

A full list of partners, associates and other professionals is available on our website. | 
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For further information or assistance, please contact us: 
 
Ho Chi Minh City Office  
Unit 4A2, 4th Floor, Han Nam Office Bldg. 
65 Nguyen Du, District 1, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam 
T +848 3823 9640 | F +848 3823 9641 | info@indochinecounsel.com 
 
Hanoi Office  
Unit 705, 7th Floor, CMC Tower 
Duy Tan Street, Cau Giay District, Hanoi, Vietnam 
T +844 3795 5261 | F +844 3795 5262 | hanoi@indochinecounsel.com  
 
Contacts  
 
Dang The Duc | Managing Partner | duc.dang@indochinecounsel.com   
 
Le Nguyen Huy Thuy | Partner | thuy.le@indochinecounsel.com  
 
Phan Anh Vu | Partner | vu.phan@indochinecounsel.com  
 
Nguyen Thi Hong Anh | Partner | anh.nguyen@indochinecounsel.com  
   
 
www.indochinecounsel.com  

Indochine Counsel Client Alert provides a general overview of the latest developments in Vietnam’s regulatory framework, without the 

assumption of a duty of care by Indochine Counsel. The information provided is not intended to be nor should it be relied upon as a 

substitute for legal or other professional advice. Professional advice should be sought for any specific case or matter.  

© 2015 Indochine Counsel. All Rights Reserved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


